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• scalemodelswellington.org.nz
• facebook.com/groups/scalemodelswellington
• flickr.com/groups/scalemodelswellington
• groups.yahoo.com/scalemodelswellingtonipms

Contributions

We welcome article submissions, tips, and small ads - please
email your text and accompanying images to the editor at:
• editor@scalemodelswellington.org.nz
The submission deadline for each month’s issue is the second
Tuesday of the same month.
Images should be high quality, high resolution JPEGs. You don’t
need to spend time formatting your text, but you must credit
your sources for text, data and images.
Please make sure you have permission to use any images which
you do not own.

Disclaimer

Connections is published monthly for members of Scale Models
Wellington IPMS Incorporated, and associated organisations.
Opinions expressed in a newsletter article are solely those of the
article’s author and do not necessarily reflect the policy and the
rules of Scale Models Wellington IPMS Incorporated.
The editor reserves the right not to publish material which
may bring Scale Models Wellington IPMS Incorporated into
disrepute, and may edit copy to fit the newsletter. Anonymous,
abusive or offensive material will not be published.
Articles published in this newsletter may be republished if the
source and author are acknowledged.
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Club News
Events Calendar
•

February 24		

Club meeting

•

April 23-24		

Scale Models Expo

•
•

March 30		

AGM

April 27		
Club meeting
			Expo postmortem
			BSK voting

Juniors

Your next few meetings are as follows:
•

March 5 		

Model Expo preparation

•

April 23-24		

Model Expo and Nationals

•

April 2		

Model Expo preparation

For more information please contact Ray Thorpe
•
•

Email: 		

Phone: 		

thorpe.wellington@gmail.com
04 461 7261

Expo and Nationals

Scale Models Wellington IPMS will be holding our usual Scale
Model Expo and the NZ Nationals on ANZAC weekend 2016.
•

23rd-24th April 2016

•

Richard Alexander

•

Peter White

If you have questions please contact a member of the Expo subcommittee:
•
•

Grant Matchett
Will Vale

Expo Volunteers

We will be looking for volunteers to help the committee
prepare for the show, and to assist at the venue on the Friday,
Saturday and Sunday. This is usually good fun and gives you
a handy excuse to hang around the trade stalls, check out the
competition entries and the displays.
Please consider offering your time - we really need your help to
make the Expo a success.

Resignations
The club’s President (Grant Porter) and Treasurer (Rachel
Porter) will be standing down at the next Annual General
Meeting (AGM) for personal and family reasons.
Neither Rachel nor Grant will be able to continue in any official
capacity after the AGM, though Rachel will continue to work
with the incoming Treasurer until the end of Expo/Nationals
2016 to complete the handover.
This means we need to find a new President and Treasurer by the
next AGM. Please consider standing for one of these posts, or as
a committee member. The club needs a strong committee to run,
and that all comes from the members.
If you think you might be interested please talk to Grant or
Rachel to get an idea of what’s involved.
Grant Porter, President

Photography

Thanks to Kevin, Peter and Tish for volunteering to help with
the Show and Tell photography, we really appreciate it!

Expo Publicity

At the end of last year we sent out information packs to model
clubs, model shops and other interested parties. This means you
should start to see our posters around the place!
If you have access to somewhere you can put up posters which
will be visible to the public (e.g. schools, community centres,
council offices) please talk to Will.
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January Show & Tell - Finished Models

PhotoS: rachel porter

1/48 Special Hobby Firefly U-8 Drone - Mike Regan

1/12 Bandai Darth Vader - Peter White

1/35 Takom Mk. IV Female Tank- Malcolm Thomas
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1/144 Revell B-2 - Kevin Trew

1/72 Revell Tornado “Tiger Meet” - Kevin Trew

1/72 Airfix Tiger Moth - Michal Rohde

1/72 Airfix Hurricane Mk I early - Michael Rohde
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1/48 Revell Ryan NYP - Michael Rohde

1/35 Dragon Saladin - Malcolm Thomas

1/35 Italeri/scratch Shorland Armoured Car - Rick Lowe

1/72 Hasegawa Aichi A-13 with catapult - Michael Rohde
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January Show & Tell - Work in Progress
1/12 Bandai R2-D2 and R5-D4 - Cameron Travis

1/72 Airfix P-51 “Hi Time II” - Mark Travis

1/35 Dragon sIG 33 Bison - Ray Thorpe

1/72 Bandai X-Wing Starfighter - Ray Thorpe

1/24 Italeri/KFS Scania wheels and hubs - Nic Zwart
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1/35 Tamiya/scratch British troops in Northern Ireland - Rick Lowe

1/8 Pocher/scratch Alfa Romeo 8c engine - Jo Martin

1/144 Bandai Guntank (prototype version) - Will Vale

1/1000 Bandai Cosmo Navy ships - Will Vale

1/144 Nu-Ray/scratch B-45 bomber - Rick Lowe

1/24 Tamiya BMW 320i “Lichtenstein” - Jo Martin

1/72 Fine Molds Japanese 150 ton tank - Malcolm Thomas

1/35 Tamiya/scratch British troops in Northern Ireland - Rick Lowe
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1/72 Hasegawa F-14 Tomcat - Bruce Patchett

1/48 Bandai AT-ST - Bruce Adam

1/35 Takom 30.5cm Howitzer - Bruce Adam

1/35 Takom 42cm Howitzer - Bruce Adam

1/35 Takom 21cm Howitzer - Bruce Adam

1/1000 Bandai Core Ship - Will Vale
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Studio 27 Ferrari F40 GTE Paul Edwards

Here is my Studio 27 kit of the Ferrari F40GTE as raced at Le Mans in 1996. It’s the 8th car I have finished in my 1/24 scale Le
Mans collection. Since Le Mans is my closed wheel racing subject of choice I thought I would have more of them finished by now
but they just seem to be taking longer and longer as time goes faster.
I’m glad to have this in my cabinet anyway; even if it never actually finished the 1996 race. Where the real car placed isn’t as
important to me as how it looks and the F40GTE is gorgeous. The F40 has long been one of my very favourite Ferraris and in race
trim with the larger rear wing etc. I find it hard to beat for looks. Being a car that originated in the ‘80s I also find that a bit odd.
The Studio 27 kit

I had originally built this kit some time ago and was never overly happy with it. It got knocked around a little so I put it away for
a rebuild along with a new decal set just in case I couldn’t source one when required. When I had new energy for a rebuild I dug it
out and completed it once again. It’s a pretty typical multimedia kit with a resin body and interior tub with other parts made from
white metal and vac-formed plastic, etc.
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Studio27 do a lot of nice subjects - they are good models but the nature of them means they do need more attention than a run
of the mill plastic kit to get a good result. Being 3 or 4 times heavier than a plastic kit they sit on the ground very nicely compared
which I like. At the same time some details have to be over looked, like some of the vents that I opted to detail with paint rather
than open up. The reason for this was that some of the body panels were about half an inch thick in places. Even with this the kit
makes for a great curbside model.
Preparing and painting the body

I started the rebuild by stripping and sanding the body. The rear wing end plates are made from metal so they needed to be blended
into the resin body. After super glue I found Tamiya 2 part epoxy putty and normal Tamiya filler good for this. Once happy I hit
the whole thing with a couple of coats of white primer, sanding and filling in-between. Then I screwed the body to a thick piece of
plastic and mounted it to an old spray can and continued with 2 sessions of airbrushed Tamiya TS8 Italian Red lacquer which were
also sanded in-between. I say 2 sessions because I can’t remember how many coats were in each session, but I would have a guess at
3 or 4 for each session.
I then started going a little crazy with my finish. I sanded out the red and clear coated with Zero 2-pack clear. This stuff can dry
like glass. You can see why clear coats on the cars we drive break up when sitting under the sun as there is just no flexibility in it.
It’s very shiny when new though! I spent about 4 hours with the 3200 grit polishing out the slight orange peel then worked my way
up the various grits to the compound stage. I did the compound step 5 times over a number of evenings and could still see some
light scratching. After some 10 or 12 hours polishing out the clear I started wondering if the scratching was under the clear. After
sleeping on the issue I decided to give it another coat of clear. I thinned the Zero 2-pack with about 3 times the recommended
dose of thinners and then misted on more thinners once completely covered. It seemed the scratches were indeed in the clear as the
finish was like glass now. The only problem now was I was unsure of how to get rid of the tiny imperfections without making more
scratches. Since I was about 12 hours into what was becoming a disaster of a clear job I had to go on.
From what I could find out, the 2-pack clear was indeed cut-able so on a hunch I ordered some of the finer Tamiya finishing
compound and a decent Micro Fiber (I have always used old cut up t-shirts) polishing cloth. When they arrived I tentatively tried
them and no scratching was visible. So I tried the cloth with the normal fine compound and still no scratching. Then I decided to
visibly cut the paint with my 12000 grit pad and see if I could bring the shine back with my new cloth and compound. That worked
too. What I ended up doing was very carefully working my way back down to 6000 grit to get rid of the scratches and then back up
through the grades to bring the shine back without orange peel or those imperfections that started this journey.
Interior details

Once that was sorted I got into the interior.
There were various yellow electronic boxes and
gizmos and I couldn’t really tell what was going
on. I used the white metal blobs in the kit and
a few other bits and bobs to make something
up. Reference was scarce so I used a little poetic
licence. After painting the boxes yellow like the
pictures I found various pieces of small print
from my decal collection to make them look as
good as I could. I cut up stainless steel rod for
the connectors and Hobby Design wire for the
cabling. Once mounted on the kit photo-etch
mounts and with the kits electronic boxes they
fitted in OK. The seat was easy; I left the kit
belt webbing and photo-etch buckles and just
added some depth to the main buckle. There
were various other metal objects in the interior.
Paint is good but since I had actual metal I
polished it up as much as possible. The roll
cage was tricky. I don’t have the appropriate
soldering gear for this job so I drilled and
pinned the joints with dress making pins
and used epoxy glue. The dash and steering
wheel were very plain when it came to detail
- I wish it was a Tamiya dash but it wasn’t. I
used different shades, turned switches, stickers,
decals, etc. to try and bring it to life. Sometimes
it’s good when this stuff is hidden behind glass!
The dash led me to the main interior tub, which also was a big blob of resin. It’s amazing what a tidy and paint with loads of carbon
fibre decals can do. Once I had the other interior parts fitted and the white metal inner door panels with their pull cords fitted, the
eye was fortunately led away from just how simple it really was.
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The engine compartment was much the same. I say blob of resin because I can’t think of a better way of putting it. Fortunately there
was lots of metal and photo-etch to work with to hide the blob. Lots of opportunity to polish and treat different pieces of metal to
give different appearances. I added the odd piece of wire, the odd decal and the odd bit of heat shading but with lots of the parts
when you start with metal it’s a real advantage.
Building and painting the wheels

The next thing were the wheels. I dream about getting metal wheels in a kit. This kit had just that but they were awful. Poorly cast,
out of shape, wonky, full of holes or air bubbles. I did try to straighten the spokes out but broke the first one which left me with no
wheels. I almost used that as an excuse to put it away for a while but went on a search instead. By luck I found a very similar set cast
in resin by Hobby Design. They had the right spoke design which was a good start. I had to narrow the width of the front wheels
and then used the section I had taken from then to widen the rears. The next thing was to shave off the 5 road wheel nuts
and drill out a hole in the centre. The spindle mounting holes were also too large so I made some copper bushes to
fit over the Studio27 inner spindles. To make it really cool I had some center lock nuts and threaded center
spindles from Sakatsu. These are working parts so once fitted I was able to take the centre nuts on and off
at will. Behind the wheels are the brake disks. These were also made of metal but were
blank, so I drilled ventilation holes by eye with a pin vice and gave them a
brush-up with sand paper.
I finished up the wheel rims with Alclad 2 Polished
Aluminium with White Aluminium spokes.
Last time I had a reaction with the tyres
and painted resin body causing my Ferrari
Red paint to melt over time, so this time
I have hopefully stopped the problem and
sealed the tyres with clear acrylic. I took
the opportunity to dirty up the tyres
a little first with some pencil lead
shavings.

Rear wing

On to the rear wing. It was a very heavy cumbersome
thing, also made from metal. When test fitting
it came up too short to fill the gap and was also
warped enough to be annoying. The metal is easy
enough to bend but very hard to get a good flat
appearance, so I decided to bin it and make a new
wing from styrene. I scribed it out of a sheet of the
same thickness, shaped the lower surface and made
a separate styrene lip to complete the rear which
was drilled and riveted.
Starting afresh meant I could get the perfect
fit which never would have happened with the
original. I was also able to drill and rivet this to the
metal wing end plates with the smallest amount of
glue to help the rivets hold firm and finish off with
a scratch built centre support.
Paint was tricky as the finish is matt black with
a huge ‘Time International’ decal applied over the
top. I painted it gloss black, then clear gloss, then
decal, then clear gloss again before matt clear over
that. I might have been over cautious there but any
silvering of the decal could have ruined everything!

I did the blacking-out from the interior and underside to the windows and door mouldings etc. all in one go. Having such a hard
finish on the overall body made this stage easy with any overspray or bleeding straightforward to tidy up using a toothpick or white
spirit.
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Glazing

The vac-formed glass went okay. Because there are no locators and the fit is nowhere near
as good as a styrene kit. I have this method where I tack it on with pieces of masking tape
and then use white glue to tack the other areas. Once that is dry I can remove the tape
and fill in the blanks with more white glue. After this there are still plenty of gaps so it’s
just a case of building up the white glue until everything is sealed. It looks horrible until
the glue has completely dried but somehow magically looks great a few weeks later, and
you don’t have that appearance of overly thick glass like on a standard kit. The two door
windows had little sliding vents that were just made by layering more thin glass of the
same material and I finished off the windscreen with the white band across the top, cut
from Hasagawa white vinyl.

Making templates for the light covers

Cutting the balsa bucks

The exhausts were the metal items supplied in the kit. I just drilled and filed them as
much as I dared to try and get closer to scale.
At this point I mounted it to my Rimu base. From now on I could get on add all of the
details and decals etc. without having to actually handle the model. The decals were a
breeze. When dealing with a smooth finish they are very easy to move into the right
position. I used a bit of softener here and there when required, like on the door numbers
and various panel gaps. I cleaned up all of the original photo-etch details and reused
them; scratch built a tow hook and a couple of lights that were unusable and got onto my
last mission which was the headlamps.
The original resin lenses had gone yellow so I ground down some styrene ones from my
spares box and polished up the metal bases. I could never get the kit headlamp covers
to fit properly either. If the truth be told I had done a bad job at cutting them out from
the vac form sheet in the first place. But they also had trouble clearing the protruding
headlamps themselves. I tried a couple of solutions but wasn’t satisfied so decided to
make my own covers.
I saw a video on Youtube where a guy was making model aircraft canopies by holding
clear sheets of plastic over a flame and then imediately pulling the heated plastic over a
buck. So I made templates of where the covers had to fit and made a rough buck from
balsa wood. When I was happy with the overall shape I covered the top of the buck with
Tamiya epoxy putty and set about shaping exact moulds, paying careful attention to the
curvature of where the covers had to clear the protuding headlamps. When happy I
polished them up and found some clear plastic sheets I had saved from various packaging.
I heated them over a flame and pulled them over my bucks, cut them out and glued them
on.

Smoothing the bucks with epoxy putty

Forming the plastic sheet over the buck

A funny thing to note is the scratching or shelf wear that comes with getting plastic
sheets this way. I spent ages trying to find the perfect unmolested sheets to work with,
only to find that when they achieve workable temperature over the flame they self-heal
and appear new again.

So that’s the GTE.
It’s so easy to put a model aside for further loving one day and never get around to doing anything with it. I’m glad it’s back.
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Omaka open day

Bruce Patchett

An open day was held at Omaka airfield on Sunday 31 January on behalf of their Aviation Heritage Centre.
The Anson, Nanchang, Tiger Moth and Fokker Dr. I Triplane were among the aircraft that flew during the day, although it was not
a full airshow routine. The Spitfire MkXIV, Bristol B170 Freighter and DC-3 all did engine runs for the crowd. I took some pictures
of the show as you can see below.
The Allison engine is destined for a Yak 9V being rebuilt at Omaka.
Avro Anson and Bristol Freighter

Yak 3
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Spitfire Mk. XIV

Focker Dr. I Dreidecker

Allison aero engine

Spitfire Mk. XIV cockpit

What’s in the Shops
New items at Belmont Models
New from Add-on Parts
•

1/35 Cobblestone road

New from Hasegawa
•

1/48 A-4KU Skyhawk Brazilian Navy

New from Merit
•

1/35 X-Craft

New from Sharing Hobby
•

J-10Q (egg-plane)

New from AMK
•

1/48 IAI Kfir C2/C7

New from Tiger Model
•
•

1/35 AMX-10

•

Bf 109 (egg-plane)

•

P-40 (egg-plane)

•
•

Spitfire (egg-plane)
Ki 84 (egg-plane)

New from Trumpeter
•

1/48 T-38C Nasa Talon

New from Takom
•

1/35 AMX-13

New from Meng
•

1/35 Ford F350

New from AFV Club
•
•

1/35 M548

1/35 M730A1 Chaparral

La-7 (egg-plane)

Information on new releases kindly provided by:
Ewan Forbes

Belmont Models

Phone: 64 4 5654 048
a_kate_bush_fan@yahoo.com
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Now go and build something!

